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_ General History is a liberal study in the sense that it 
- reatly extends the hori~o? of our sympathies, wi~ens 
g field Qf intellectual VISIOn, and thus makes us CQsmQ-
our . ' . f h ld H ' olitan and cathghc,-true cItIzens 0. t e wor . IStQ-
p. r study ha's also a v.ery great practical value. It gives 
nca . h . xh'b' . d 
, the benefit Qf collectIve uman expenence as elite . 
us f . d d' . I 
- der .every variety 0 CIrcumstance an con , 1hQn. t 
::lates the origin, progress, and termination Qf all the 
ked events in human prQgI:ess, It thus saves us frQm 
roar I d 'd f - - ' I -ting experience a rea Y tne, orewarns us agamst 
repea , . ' 
dangers that ever beset ,the path Qf the 1Oexpenenced, and 
: s to. each generatIOn the net results Qf the real ad-
assure 
d.' s made to. the stock Qf human progress. Itl<!>n 
. FQr the most part, the events recorded in history are 
U lts Qf the unpremeditated actiQns Qf man. Hu-the res . . . 
'tyat large seems to. be Impelled Qnward by an lrreslst-
roaUl , . . 
. I but uncQnsciQuS impulse, Just as a glaCIer m?ves 
Ib e . h -I . 
mQuntains and thrQugh valleys, Wit a Sl ent yet lr-
over ., f ' I ' h I 
, . tible might. ThIS hfe 0. mere 1mpu se IS t e Qwer 
reslfJ • ' h ' 'd f' 1 
, :£ f natiQns and peQples, Just as t e penQ 0. Impu se 
11 eO . 'f l'f f h - d' 'd 1 B ks. the lower and Imper ect leo. t e 10 1VI ua. ut 
~~r ti~ns as well as individuals, the periQd Qf reflection 
Ul Ina t CQmes, and this is the periQd'when histQries begin 
at as f"l d' 
b written and read. The effect 0. h1stQnCa stu y IS We , . 
, to check mere impulse, and to. CQnvert unc<:msclOus 
tlilus ' fl '. ft' , d 
- ' ess into. self-cQnsciQus and re ectlVe e Qrts tQwar s progr 
_ determinate ends. , 
T 11 natiQns'that have passed beyQnd the penQ~ Qf 
t n a , f ' ~ere barbarism, there has been, SQme degree 0. CQ~SCIOUS 
. and intended effQrt after progr,ess, SQme prep~ratlOn fQr 
'the duties of <;:itizenship, SQme attem~t to. ma~e the, future 
b~tter than the past · ha_s been. ThIS conSC10US eftort to 
, -
• place each generation Qn a vantage-grQurrd, thrQugh SQme 
deliberate training Qr preparatiQn, is, in its widest sense, 
educatiQn. 
N QW if histQry in general, as it recQrds the uncQnscious 
phases Qf human prQgress, is a study Qf supreme value, 
that part of general histQry which recQrds the reflective 
effQrts Qf man to. rise superior to their actual present, must 
teach lessons Qf even higher value. This is emphatically 
an educating age. The minds Qf the wisest and the best 
are intent Qn devising means whereby prQgress may be 
q}astened thrQugh the resources Qf human art. In the 
WQrld of educatiQnal thQught, all -is ferment and discus-
siQn. Weare passing beyQnd the periQd Qf reckless ex-
periment and are seeking anchQrage 10 dQctrines deduc~d 
frQm the permanent principles in human nature. Educa-
tional Science is giving us a glimmer of light ahead, and 
we do. well to. shape our CQurse by it. , What ought to be 
shQuld indeed be Qur PQle-star ; but until this has been de-
. fined with mQre precision, we shQuld also., shape Qur CQurse 
by IQoking back Qn ,what has been. We shQuld think of Qur-
selves as mQving thrQugh the darkness or Qver an unknown 
region, with a light befQre us and a light behind us. Our 
two. inquiries shQuld be, Whence have we cQme? WhitlH~r 
are we gQing f HistQrical prQgress is tortuQus, but its 
general direction is right. The histQry Qf what has been 
must therefQre cQntain , SQme elements Qf truth. The past 
at least fQreshadpws the fut~re, and we may infer the di-
rectiQn of progress by cQmparing what has been with what 
t's. In educatiQn, therefQre, we need to know the past,', 
bQth as a means Qf taking stQck Qf prQgress, and also. Qf 
fQreshadowing the future. We shQuld giv~ a large place ' 
to. the ideal element in Qur CQurses Qf nQrmal instructiQn ; 
but we should also. make a large use Qf the results of ex-
perience. All true prQgress is a transitiQn. The past has 
in'sensibly led up to. the present; let the present as insen-
sibly merge into. the futur~. Let histQry' foreshadow 
philQSQphy ; and let philQs'Qphy introdlJ,ce' its correctiQns 
andameliQratiQns into. the lessons Qf histQry. 
, At least nQminally, the art Qf educatiQn has been culti-
vated in this cQuntry fqr fifty years. At the present mo- t , 
ment there are mQre than Qne hundred schQols devQted 
exclusively to. the educatiQn Qf teachers, and hence are 
cQnstr~ined, in SQme d~gre~, to. ,make a foin:al study of 
ed~cat~on. And yet, 10 thIS cQuntry, the history of edu-
catIQn IS almQst an unknQwn science. We know bf 
instance in ""hich it has ,been systematically taught in o~~ 
nQrmal schoQls; ~nd th~ fl!ct that there is no wOFk worthy 
of the name published In the English Language,~on this 
, t 
" 
" 
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subject, is one of the most singular facts in' current his-
tory. 
The great works on the History of Education are Ger-
...man. Two works of encyclopredic character deserve 
special mention. 
1. The History o.f Pedagogy, by Karl von Raumer. 
2. The History of Education, by Karl Schmidt. 
These are the great authorities on' this subject, and are 
the sources whence nearly all subsequent writers have 
borrowed their material. German literature abounds, 
however, in works of smaller compass, .such as mono-
graphs, biographies, etc. 
French literature, while boasting no works of the im-
portance justly ascribed to these German treatises, has, 
nevertheless, some very valuable contributions to . this 
science. It is a peculiarity of French authorship, to pre-
pare compilations remarkable for their cl eat'ness and el~1 
gance. They may not have the erudition and depth of 
similar works in German, but they have a sharpness of 
outline and clearness of statement that . give to them a pe-
culiar charm and value. We will indicate two works of 
this nature that are worthy of, being bought and read. 
I. Histoire Universelle de fa Pedagogie. Par Jules 
Paroz. Paris. - . 
This work contains, in moderate compass, the su bstance 
of the great German works on the . history of education. 
It is elegantly written, and will be read with delight by 
all who have an interest in the subject. In its religious 
tone it is partisan, and, in some portions, needs to be sup-
plemented by later authorities. 
, ' 2. Histoire Critique des Doctrines de L'Education en 
_ 'France depuis Ie seizieme siecle. Par Gabriel Compayre. 
faris : 1879. 
This work received a prize from the French academy 
of the Moral and Political Sciences, and may justly be 
considered as one of the most valuable of modern contri-
butions to the History of Education. Its great value lies 
in its critical method of treatment. It deals with princi-' 
pIes and doctrines, and in this respect, is a work of in-
COinparable value. 
We think 'we s~all do Our readers a service, and at the 
same time indicate the spirit and general character of this 
. work, by a~ding a few extracts from the author's pre-
face: 
"The purpose of this book is ·to set forth the direction 
. and the progress of French pedagogy, from its brilliant 
pioneers in the sixteenth century, to its contemporary re-
,farmers. At a time when education is no longer a mat-
ter of mere domestic interest, but has become a social 
problem, there is some utility in examining the history of 
systems for the purpose of finding established truths and 
collecting the elements of an articulate theory." 
"The history of educational systems is of eA,1:reme in-
teres~ because it is the necessary introduction to the ped-
agogy of the future, to all rational pedagogy. The thmg 
to pe desired at the present moment, is not perhaps so 
Pluch ta seek for new ideas, as to correctly comprehend 
those which are already in circulation, to make a choiee 
among them, and, having once made a selection,Jo make 
a resolute attempt to put them in practice." 
"The Emile of Rousseau is only a charming romance 
in which fancy and revery too often mar and spoil the 
best suggestions of a philosophical spirit; it is, as D' Alem-
bert once said, 'a book full of flashes and of smoke, of fire 
and of puerile details, of light and of contradic~ion, of 
logic and of mistakes.' " 
"Locke's Thoughts Ort Edztcatiort, in their simple and 
modest form, are merely what they pretend to be,-an 
incomplete sketch, a work of good sense, but of a some-
what narrow good sense, 'compromised by utilitarian and 
gross prejudices." 
" Mr. Herbert Spencer's ingenious essay, Education, 
Intellectual, Physical, (md Moral, is merely a popular anal-
ysis of some over-absolute principles, and not the broad 
and comprehensive system that the talent of the author 
seemed to promise." 
"The practice of education is still consideraDly behind ' 
its theory. As a rule, teachers follow an inconsiderate 
routine, and vacillate between opposing methods. The 
methods in use, recommended by long experience, con-
tain elements of truth, but they are . in great need of co-
ordination, they lack definiteness of aim. They present a 
queer mixtut,J:. of old traditions and modern inventions. _ 
Their incoherence proves that they are the mixed pro-
duct of long-continued tentative eftorts, and not the sim-
ple and strong work of an enlightened reason, fully in-
formed as to the means to be employed and the end to 
be obtained. It is this lack of definiteness in ideas, and 
the spectacle of these contradictions, that caused Richter 
to say, 'The education of the present d'ay resembles the 
Harlequin of the Italian " comedy, who comes upon the 
stage with a bundle of papers under each arm. What 
do you carry under your right arm? one asks. Orders, 
he replies. And what under your left arm? Counter-
orders !'" 
"The future of education dep~nds upon the progress in 
the science of Psychology., Pedagogy and Psychology 
are henceforth two inseparable terms, as consequent and 
antecedent. It will be seen that without an exact knowl-
edge of the laws of mental organization, it is impossible 
to regulate the order of studies, to determine the educa- • 
tional value of the difterent branches of instruction, to 
choose between scientific and linguistic studies." 
" ' ''In his tract on Pedagogy, Kant says, 'We shall nev:er 
know the limit to which the power of ed,ucation can go 
until a child shall have been educated by a being of a su- -
perior nature.' In our opinion, the first quality in this su-
perior " being would be that he is a gooa psychologist. ; 
From a perfect psychology we might go by a direct 
route to an ideal education." 
, "In the philosophy of education .. as in everything else, 
we do no~ divorce the spirit of tradition from the spirit of 
progress.\ Conciliation is our dream and oUI: purpose. 
While estimating the good and the bad that may be in 
hoth, we shall neither sacrifice the past to the present, 
nor the present to the past." 
-:Fors,ter; the Chief Secretary for Ireland, has gone to that country to ex-
plore the situation. He will return to attend the Cabinet council of ThulJlday I 
when his report will probably materially affect the actio~ of th~ Ministry. 
-Governor Williams ofInd~. died Nov. 20. '". 
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POLYGLOT CHICAGO. 
-, "Der Westen ," which is the Sunday paper 'Of tr.e Slaals-Zei-
lung of Chicago, gave a remarkable specimen of polyglot articles 
in its issue of Oct. 31. The paper of that date contained an 
appeal to voters in behalf of Garfield and Arthur an9 the Repub-
lican party il! these languages : Latin, French, Italian, Spanish, 
and Portuguese; in English, Welsh, and Gaelic ; in Hollandish, 
Danislj, and Swedish; in Hebrew and German-Hebrew ; in 
Hungarian, Polish, and Bohemian; in German. and in the dia-
lects of ihe Palatinate, of Swabia, of Switzerland, and of the 
Platt·deutsch; in all, twenty-one languages, It is a still stranger 
fact that there .are readers in the · great city of the Lakes ,to read 
eighteen of these tongues as their own, deducting the Latin and. 
the two Hebrew languages as hardly living tongues. It is a spec-
imen of the enterprise of Chicago that a newspaper should publish 
such an issue, appealing to the eighteen classes of readers. But 
it passed here with so little attention that a gentleman wishing 
copies of it asked for it at all the news· stands he could find in a 
mile's walk on business streets, and no dealer knew of it. 
The ar1jcles are not translations from the German or English 
editorials. but are generally paraphrases of them, if long enough to 
be such·. A strange looking collection it is. Probably the name 
ot Garfield never ,before appeared in Hebrew characters; but 
, here i.t may be found in the two Hebraistic paragraphs, looking 
quite at home. The four samples of German dialects are inter-
esting' to any reader of the literary German or High-German, 
as showing rhe variety of dialects that prevails in a land where a 
man may ride on horseback in a single day quite outside the 
refpon in which th,e talk of his native district can be understood . 
wili any ordinary American reader of the literary Ger!1'lan in-
.terpret these sentences ?- . 
Swabian. Glearnt hot er arg Viel, und Aelles von em sealber. 
Vom arm.1 B;urablieble isch er der g'scheidest Staatsma im Land 
woara. h" (P l' ) 'B ' , 
_ "Pjiilzisc . . a atme. erJer erraus Wle a. Mann un 
geschtimmt! Awer wie? Sell is die Frog. 
These are two of the easiest sentences we could select; but 
they will show what we wish to exhibit. The Swabian, spoken 
in the old·,Allemanian region, looks very remote from High 
t;erman ; the Palatin~ dialect, on the borders of France, less so; 
and the ~wiss and Plat~-deutsch (Westphalian and Lower Saxon) 
are still n~arer High German, but.as distinct from it as the Scotch 
..js&{J;om th~ English spoken . in America. 
One of the difficulties encountered by teachers in Chicago is 
brought to, mind by this polyglot. Children come to the schools 
who must first be taught to speak English; who can at first not 
understand the teacher at all; who can learn to read and can 
enter upon t,he regular course of instrudion only after a vast 
amount of work has been done to establish a common medium 
of communication between teacher and pupil ; and who have no 
help at ~ome in the task 'of learning to use the language of the 
lana in which they are born. ,The masses of foreign-born are so 
~eat 'In Chicago that, as they settle in districts, they can con-
tinue t~e use of their own tongues without difficulty ; and the 
elders .:>ft~n maKe little or no effort to learn our speech. . There 
is a Bohemia in Chicago; there is a Pola.nd. Our Denmark, 
sweden, a1?-d Norway are mpre widely diffused; while our Ger-
many is universal. But from all' these families come into our 
sthools the little ones who there and in the streets are learning 
to be Americans. The· welfa!e .of ~he city, and of the. N~rth~est, 
·, ' ..... "' .. Iv depends on the aSSImllatlve power of our mstItut].O~S, 
~eoRle, and our popular e~l1cation. 
,.' ", . ' 
Notes. 
, -A new association for disseminating a knowledge of 
political economy has recently been formed in this country, -
called the "Society for Political Education. .. It is to be 
managed by an executive committee of twenty· five members, se-
lected from different parts of the United States ; there will be 
no president of the society. The correspondence of the society 
is to be divided among five secretaries for the different secti~ns 
of the country. Among ·the executive committee are Prof. W. 
G. Sumner, . of Yale College, Hon. David A. Wells, Charles 
Francis Adams, Jr., Franklin MacVeagh, and M. L. Scudder, 
Jr., of Chicago. The society has selected, as a course of read-
ing for the first year, Nordhoff's "Politics for Young Ameri-
cans," Prof. Perry's" Introduction to Political Economy," 
Johnson's "History of American Politics," and McAdam's 
'. Alphabet in Finance." These volumes will be issued in a 
cheap volume costing only $3.00, specially published for the 
society as a Library of P()/t'tical 'Educali()n. G. P. Putnam's 
Sons in New York, and Jansen, McClurg & Co., of Chicago, 
will be the publishing agent'>. In addition to the Library, a 
series of tracts is to be published on economic and political 
subjects. There are two classes of membership, Active and 
Co-operating. Active members are such persons as will pledge 
themselves to read the books recommended by ~he Society (or' 
the official year and included in its Ltbrary of P()litical Educa-
ti()n, and will pay an annual fee of 50 cents (which may be for-
warded in postage stamps). Any person may become a Co-
operating Member on the annual payment of $5.00 or more, I 
which will entitle such member to receive aH the tracts pub-
lish,ed by the Society. There are no other condition~ or obli--
gations of membership. Those interested may communicate 
with R. L. Dugdale, Secretary for the East and Acting TreaS-
urer; 79 Fourth Avenue, New York, or M. L. Scudder, Jr., 
Secretary for the Northwest, 40 Portland Block, Chicago, Ill. 
-The following unique document we clip from the San 
Fnmcisco .Daily E xaminer ~f November 9. It is a part of that 
paper's report of a meeting of the board of education the even_ 
ing before' : ,~ 
"T~e following e~quisite bit of humor 'a~d remarkable example of Jhe 
educauon of those m charge of OUt public schools was' submitted by 
Director Thompson, and was unanimously adopted: ' _ ' 
•• Ruolvld, That whereas it is a well-known fact that so long as there are 
Ton~ues t~ey will .wag, and that s?me (especially those of the female'per-
suasIOn) will'wag III a very eccentnc manner' therefore be it 
I, Ruolv.~d, That this ~~ard strongly recon:mends that when a Lady appliCII 
to any Director for pOSlftOn, She should be accompanied bv a Parent or 
friend-not fr~m any possible fear of injury to the Lady, but tbat there may 
be no uncertam report of the interview, Thus avoiding 8~ndal and conse-
quent trouble to tbe Department." 
-There should be no exaggerations in the articles given f~r 
children's reading. T()pics of llu .Day (Syracuse, Oct. 20) 
p. I, says: "A full ·grown pine tree represents hundreds and 
hundreds of years." It is too bad to let axe men wantonly de-
stroy what cannot be renewed in ()ne hundred years. Few sound 
trees can be found as much as two hundred years old. ) 
-One of the forms of school buildings exhibited at the Inter-
~ational Exhibition open this winter-or rather summer-in 
Melbourne, is what tbey call the "portable schooL"· It is 
adapted for the mining regions, being constr:ucted so that it can 
be moved with the' rush of population from one point to an-
other. They put sc~ools. apd ch~rches in the van of progress 
t,~e!~, and when on~ conSIders theIr far-away distance from an Y, 
CIVIlIzed or even peopled portien of the wodd th"';p p h b 'dd'al . r ' ..... rogress . 
as \ een m ee magic. But theIr enterpriSe is of the first 
order. 
v ' 
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-A natural phenomenon which seems as universal as gravita' 
'ion, but far more complicate in its conditions" is that of oscil-
latipn, vibration, or pulsation. From the suns of the heavens, 
which }equire countless millions of years for one gra,nd swing, 
to the equally incalculable rapid vibrations of the waves that 
strike the eye with the impression of light, or the probably 
more rapid movements of the atoms of the molecules of what 
we , call ' solid matter, there seems to 'be a gradation of scale 
which includes everything according to its degree in this un i-
v,irsal mode of motion. The planets, their tides, the waves of 
the air and the ocean afford examples within the power of our 
.vision. The waves of sound, electricity, etc., add to the proofs, 
in this line of observation, of the same simple unity of plan and 
method throughout the universe which is so abundantly demon-
strated in other phenomena of the forces of nature. 
-The expulsion of the monastic orders who re-
fused to submit their schools to inspection and regulation by 
the civil power has been carried out throughout France, 'and 
completed just before the meeting of the chambers. There was 
passive resistance in all cases, and a great deal of forcing of 
outer doors, and then of cell after cell, and of leading the oc-
cupants into the streets. The ufficers generally performed 
their unwelcome duty undismayed by the anathema of the 
church, and by the presence often of large numbers of Royalists 
and, clericals. 'In a few cases, however, prefects and police 
I officers resigned, rat\ler than incur the fitlmen of ' the bishops. 
Most of the expelled monks have ~one to France and to Ire-
land, and many to the United States. 
and send to him all the Indians that they considered - in-
c01lvenientes-that is, of no use to them. Eight hundred un-
fortunates were seized without trial or warning. Of these, 500 
succumbed to the forced labor, and 100 others of these simple 
and quiet people were unable to return to their families. 
-We scarcely take a thought how thankful we should feel 
that as ,a nation we have but two adjacent neighhors, and those 
entirely peaceful ones. In Europe, with but little exception, it 
is sadly otherwise. To say nothing of the enormous burdens 
and losses which their mutual dread, jealousy, and ambition 
impose, there are all sorts oj individual embarrassments. For 
example. The other day a German , who was. crossing the 
frontier into Russian Poland was locked up by a frightened and 
ignorant official, because he had with him some books and 
papers in stenography which -he intended to , teach, and he was 
only released after a tedious and expensive process had proved 
his entire inoffensiveness -Our teachers, too, have place for 
gratitude. 
-A congress of electricians is to meet in the palace of the 
Champs Elysees, Paris, September 15, 1881, and an international 
exposition of all means of exciting, controlling, and utilizing 
electricity is to be held under the patronage of the French 
government, which has appointed M. Georges Berger, director 
of the foreign sections of the Exposition of 1878, as commis-
sioner general. 1t is confidently expected that this union pf all -
discoveries and inventions hitherto made ~ ith regard to this 
newly harnessed power, capable of such important , and widely-
varied, all· embracing uses, will do much to extend its applica-
tions and benefits. ' 
THE WORLD. 
-The first item of the measures offered by the French 
ministry for the consideration of the reassembled deputies is the 
_ extension of the system of primary education, so as to be uni-
versal and at once gratuitous and obligatory. It was presented NEWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1880. 
-General Miles has been appointed chief of the Signal Service Bureau. 
on the day of opening, Nov. 9, by the Minister of Public In-
-Eight thousand rifles have been shipped from Italian ports for Ireland 
struction,-Jules Ferry,-and this early action is an evidence The peasantry throughout the country are reported to be arming with the in: 
that the republicans of France a~e making it their first care to tention of defying the government at the first favorable opportunity. 
secure adequate elementary instruction to all the children of the -The recount of the census of St. Louis has been complete~, showing a 
nation equally. Whatever the French undertake to do they do total popUlation of 35°,915, an increase, of 26,739 over that taken before. 
well an ""'f thO t:t' t' d r d -The census gives New York city 1,206,577 inhabitants. " 0'1 IS euor IS not eleate by the strong -adverse mi~ority, the primary school system of France will soon be, of -Another eruption of Vesuvius has occurred and torrents of lava are said 
I to be pouring down the mountain side toward Nlples. 
a I her grand institutions, the highest in estimation, and a pat- -The Indian Bureau reports the total number of Indians in the 'territories ' 
tern for other nations. as 2550938. _ 
,( -The Phil,ippine Island~, a grand tropical colony of Spain, -The Postmaster General, in his report, recommends that the Government 
have lately been visited by violent earthquakes, and the capital ado,Pt a system of postal telegraph. He also recommends the establishmeli't 
of a postal s'avings bank system something like that in operation in Great 
of the great island of Luzon-Manila-wru. almosf totally de- Britain; also the reduction of the charge for postal money orders for five 
" stroyed on Sunday, July 18. There were many shocks, and the dollars or less to five cents, and the issue of orders to the amount of $100. 
heaving and c,rumbling of the buildings was witnessed by the -The Indian Bureau last year cost the government $8,147,089; the War 
crews of the vessels lying off the shore. Water surged up from Department $17,74°,348. 
wells to 10 feet above the rim. The city was called the Pearl of -l'rofessor James' C. Watson, who so ably filled the 'chair of astronomy 
Oceanica by the proud and luxurious Spaniards in power there, in the Univsrsity ' of Wisconsin, died at Madison, November 23, of illness 
contraeted while making his astronomical observations. Prof. Watson was 
all of whom were glad of the shelter of the roofs of the bare born in Southwould, Canada, in 1838, and graduated at Michigan University 
, cabins of the poor but kindly disposed natives, as a means of in 1857; he was elected Professor of Astronomy in that institution in 1859. 
passing the night in safety. .. He was eminent as an astronomer and observer, and is the 'author of a 
The Spaniards seem to be capable, still of t,he same tyrannical number of astronomical works, notably a "Popular Treatise on ,Comets," and 
treatment of inferior races as they exhibited 300 to '400- years "~heC?reti.cal Astronomr·" He has been a valuable contributor to' many SCIe,ntific )ournaL~, and. dIscovered 23 new asteroids. His latest discovery was 
.ago. When the natives of Luzon suffered greatly by earth- dunng the last tranSIt of Venus, when he claimed to have seen the planet 
quakes and storms in 1863, the home government and people V~lcan. He was for many years Director ofthe Observatory af Ann Arbor, 
. d h . . ' MIch., but recent,ly resigned his position in that university to accept the ce'arge 
, raise , tree milhons of francs to aid them. But the poor of the astronomIcal dep~r~ment of the State University of Wisconsin. He 
indigenes never receive-d any of it. It was put into the treasury was regarded ~ a very cntlcal and careflll observer, and in 1870 the Fren'ch 
of the colonial government, and used for rebuilding, etc.,' and A;cademr of SCIences awarded him the astronomical prize for his important dlscoyenes. ~n June, 1879, he left the University at Ann Arbor to accept 
it is said' that later, when the Captain General wanted to open a the directotshlp of the Washburn Observatory at the University ,of Wisconsin. 
ro ad, he directed the provincial authorities and cleruy to lIorres In 1870 he was sent by the Government to Italy to observe an eclipse.Qf the 
Q , su,~, and to Pekin in 1874 to observe the transit of Venus. 
-Nov. 2S, 1880] T,he' Educational Weekly. 
THE CHILDREN'S HOUR: 
., -
Conducted by MISS s: P. BARTLETT. 
[This Department may be read by scholars, or, by teacher and scholars,] 
The .::1ouds in bars of rusty red 
Along the hill tops glow, 
And in the still, sharp air the frost 
Is like a dream of snow. 
His store of nuts and acorns now 
The squirrel hastes to gain, 
And sets his house in order for 
The winter's dreary reign. 
'Tis. time to light the evening fire, 
To read good books, to sing 
The low and l,)vely songs that. breathe 
Of the eternal spring. 
SELECT QUO TA nONS. 
-Carty. 
Some time ago (September 23,1880) we published the following.quotations 
j "The Children's Hour" and asked for the names of the authors. After 
ln , • 11'11 all have had a fair chance we are able to report only the names 
wa1l1ng " , • 
of Supit Gastman's English Llt~rature class, In the Decatur, II!., hIgh school. 
The following are the quotatIOns: 
'-
(1) 
"Sing to your sons those melodies; 
The songs their fathers loved." 
(2) 
"The spacious firmament on high,. 
With all the blue ethereal sky." 
. (3) 
. "A chieftain to the ·Highlands bound 
Cries, 'Boatman, do not tarry! 
And I'll give you a silver pound 
To row us o'er the ferry," 
(4) 
"0 happy ship, 
To rise and dip, 
With the blue crystal at your lip 1" 
(5) 
"I hold you fast in my fortress, 
And will not let you depart, 
But'put you into the dungeon 
In the round tower of my heart." 
The first is reported by. M:~S Mary Lukens,-autbor, D, C. McCallum; title 
em "The Water Mill . . . 
of po ~ d is reported by Hallie Kemper, Frank Roby, Walter Hedges, The secon , , " 
· T' kl . Angie Sweeney, LIllie BlOwn, Mary Lukens, MamIe W;ood 
,A.nnle In er, ' 
· 'R 'U Anna Burgess, Clara Housum, Ida McCormick, Dollie Malone 
Nettie a, ' 
ken from Addison's Ode. ' 
as ta ii, d 's reported as from Campbell's "Lord Ullin's Daughter," by Tlie t lr I 
• M 1 Hallie Kemper, Frank Roby, Estella Spencer, Walter Hedges, Dolbe a one, , , . 
· T' kl Gertie Smith, LIllie Brown, Mary Lukens, Mamle Wood, Annle 1D er, 
..... .1 Nettie Hall Clara Housum, Ida McCormick. 
.. V. tAnurews,' , 
....... h yet undiscovered. Let others begin the search. The fourt lS 
The fifth is from Longfellow's "Children's Hour,"-reported by Hallie 
F k Roby Estella Spencer, Eva Bixby, \Valter Hedges, Jesse '<T II1per, ran , , 
,Poe A ' Tinkler Gertie Smith, Angie Sweeney, Mary Lukens, Mamle 
spencer, nnle , . ' , 
N . Hall Anna Burgess, Clara Housum, Ida McCormlC;k, Dolhe Wood, etue , 
ldalone. 
A REA UTIFUL LEAF STaR r. 
Ii· a little leaf was heard to sigh and cry, as leaves often do Once on a me 
b 'a gentle wind is about . 
. w en h t 'gs said "What is the matter, little lean" , . 
,A.nd t e WI , , ld 11 If. 
. . d ' d the leaf "J'ust told me that one day It wou pu me 0 , 
"'Fhe Wln ,sal , . " 
h w me down to the ground to dle. . 
and t ro.. ld't to the branch on which it grew, and the branch told It to 
The tWlgWtoh lthe tree ~ard it it rustled all over, and sent back word to 
the tree. en , • 
...... leaf. - . '11 t t " 
..- f . d' hold on tightly and you shall not go h you wan o. 
' . -'Do not be a ral , ' . , d't 
the leaf stopped sighing, and went on nestl~ng and smgmg; an so 1 
So 1 t'l1 October When the bright days of autumn came, 
-all summer ong · • 
":All these leaves are getting ready to flyaway, and they have put on these 
beautiful colors because of joy." 
Then the little leaf began to· want to go, and grew very beautiful in think-
ing of it; and when it was very gay in colors, it saw that the branches of the 
tree had no 'color in them; so the leaf said. 
"0 branch I why are you lead-colored, and me golden 7" 
"We must keep on our work· clothes," said the ' tree, "for our life is not 
done yet; but your clothes are for a holiday, because your task is over." 
Just then a little puff of wind came, and the leaf let go without thinking of 
it; and the wind took it up, and turned it over and over, and then whirled it 
like a spark of fire in the air, and let it fall gently down under the edge of 
the fence, among hundreds of leaves; and it fell into a dream, and never 
waked up to tell what it dreamed about.-St/ed ed. 
Now will nof your teachers or your mothers shQw you how to 
look at the trees a.nd shrubs in their gray winter coats? Find 
the snug little leaf-cases packed away regularly up and down the 
out-door stems, waiting to be developed in th,e form .,of branches 
by and by, and spread us their summer canopy,-and bring in 
some twigs to examine closely. 
The life of the trees is working under their ro~gh coats, all 
this silent winter, to slrengthen the little . leaf points and give 
them power to make their green leaves when warm spring comes. 
Peel your apple; peach, or lilac twig, and "see how very much 
alive it is, and moist with nourishing juices. 
Remember the roo\.s go on feeding it, all the year round. In 
warmer climates, which have not icy winters, the trees do not 
need to wrap up their baby buds and tuck them away in their 
scaly cradles. ' The horsechestnut in India, its native home, has 
no varnished leaf-cases like these we see shining in the wintry 
day; but unfGlds its leaves direct.ly to the gentle air. 
Do you not wonder how it has learned to create such a protec-
tion here, and never fail? The dear Father who "considers the 
lilies" does not forget the trees, and there is a never ending 
pleastJre in "considering how they grow." .. 
THE PUZZLE BOX. 
I have a very good puzzle from a little girl who made it herself : 
A Gtograpkical Cabintt. 
We are all now very busy collecting curiosities for a cabinet. My brother 
had the authors of a lake in the noriliern part of Maine sent him, and also' 
some curious war clubs, spears, and hatchets once belonging to a river in 
the eastern part of New York, which we prize greatly, together wi~h many 
specimens of a point in the south·west part of Wisconsin. The girls now 
determined to add our share to ilie collection ; so we went to the house 0$ a 
friend who has been a sea captain, and there obtained teeth from a boy in 
the western part of Australia, several beautiful islands east of Africa, and on 
our return discovered an abundance of a river in West Virginia, with .whlch 
we decorated the cabinet. Several specimens of a river in the southern part 
of Mississippi were sent us by a friend, who had obtained them in the third 
'largest river in the world. The last thing that came was ilie skin of sume 
mountains in Virginia, which we made into a rug to spread before the now 
completed cabinet. ALlCE P. BA:KER. 
Thanks to Clara Calkips of Galesburg, and Levi Smith of Oneida, Ill., for 
answers to "Geographical Boquet." Each is nearly correct; but we will de-
fer the answer a little, as others may be received. 
We hope ilie children will answer the ·'Geo. Cabinet." 
Now I will· suggest the making some Historical Puzzles by some of our 
bright little Tolks. It seems io me there is an abundant field in English his-
tory; or, if you are more patriotic, try American ' Let us hear frdm Miss 
West's ~cholars, by all means • . 
Bumbuned Again . 
1 f the leaves around becoming very beautlful. Some were 
littPl ea sa~ d some striped with both colors. Then. it asked the ' 
.''S4-..'''''' some ye ow, an , 
I saw so m1;lch said about the merits of Hop Bitters, and my wife who was 
alwaysdocterlng, and never well, teased me so urgently to get her some 'I 
concluded to be humbugged again; and I am glad I did for in 'less than t':'o 
months 'use of the .Bitters my wife was cured and she ~ rema4ned so ' for 
eighte~n montlls SInce. I like such humbugging._R. T., St. Paul.-piDlltn' 
Prtss. · . 
it meu,t ; an~ the tree ·said. ' 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
PUNISHMENT: * 
I. There can be no government where there is no punishment; , 
but the teacher's aim should be to prevent, as for as practicable, 
the necessity of punishment. 
2. The true object of school punishment is to reform the 
offender, to deter others from wrong-doing, and to maintain 
law. 
3. The chief means of preventing the necessity for punishment 
are: (I) active and pleasant employment, ( :I ). the personal in-
fluence of the teacher, and' (3) the public opinion of the school. 
4. Punishment must be varied according to the temperament 
of the child. A frown will act on one ; separation from com-
panions; o? anoth~r; neglect and coldness, on a third; public 
reprimands, on a fourth; and a whipping, on the fifth. "The 
first and readiest, and ever the best, form of puni!,hment," says 
Bain, 'Ilis censure, reprobation, dispraise." ' 
5. In general, for younger children, corporal punishment is 
most effective; for older pupils, isolation, loss of privileges, or 
appeals to a sense of honor. 
6. Do not make threats of punishment in ,advance of offenses; 
you will only tempt pupils 'to try you by disobeying, or suggest 
to them the doing of something they would otherwise never have 
thought of. , 
7. It is the certainty, not the severity, of punishment that deters 
,pupils from :violating regulations. Make your penalties light, 
but a~ certain as the rising and setting of the sun. 
8. IlIt is a rule in punishment," says Bain, "to 'tlY slight pen-
alties at first; with better natures, the mere idea of punishment 
is enough; severity is entirely unnecessary. It is a coarse and 
blundering !:ystem that knows of nothing buf the severe and de-
'grading sorts." ' 
9. Do not try to ~ake scholars learn by "whipping them for 
unlearned lessons. 
10. Never strike a child on the head. Never inflict personal 
indignities, such as pulling the hair, pulling the ears, slapping 
the face; for they ~xcite the bitterest resentment, and are sel-
d,Om forgiven'. ' 
. n. In extreme cases ~f willful and open defiance of authority, 
'Punishment, may be inflicted publicly and immediately befor~ 
th" ,school; but, in general, it is better to inflict it in private, 
' not in anger, but 'co()lly and deliberately. . 
" 12. Befqre Whipping, be absolutely certain of the guilt of the 
,offender, and then inflict it so thoroughly that it will be remem-
bered. Your object is to inflict pain so as to deter the culprit 
" 'from further wrong-doing. 
'13. It is a good rule to defer the infliction ,of punishment to 
the next day-especially 'in bad cases. Tell the boy to come to 
scliopl the next ,morning half an hour before school-time, and 
that in the meantime you ~il1 think the matter over, and wiII 
then ' let him know what your deliberate decision is in his case. 
is surprising what a little delay or a night's sleep will make in 
the feelings of both teacher and pupil-the forIJler losing his 
Jrritation, .and the latter his stubbornness. 
14. ' If you have a.case that calls for some severe punishment 
of the offender, consult the part;~ts, if possible, before you 'take 
actian. By. doing sa you may avoid cOIJlplaint, iFritation, and 
ill-feeling, but there are cases t~at demand summary punishment 
as soon as fiPe offense is committed. 
."rom "Methods ofTcaehing," by Jolln Swett; publiahOd by; Harper 8t Brothers, , 
- . 
IS. ' ''Where a school is well ' conducted," says Horace Mann, 
"the minimum oCpunishment is the maximum of qualifications.'.' 
J6. "The sense of honor," says Superintendent Harris, "is 
developed earlier with each succeeding generation, and corporal 
punishment should give place to punishments affecting the sense 
of honor as soon as this sense develops, " 
"When corporal 'punishment is kept up," says Bain, "it should 
be at the far end of the list of penalties; its slightest application 
should be accounted the worst disgrace." 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. ' 
DAVID KiRK, Editor, Jackson, Minn. 
INTELLECTUAL ARITHMETIC. 
Mental arithmetic signifies, as the term is'used in our common 
schools, not a kilJd of arithmetic by which we make a slate of 
the mind; the numbers employed being small and easily managed, 
but a species of arithmetic by which problems are solved without 
the aid o(given rules. Examples are analyzed according to the 
conditions laid down in each , The pupil who has been so fortu-
nate as to go, through a course in mental arithmetic, does not 
inquire what rule or case a problem falls under, but proceeds at 
once 'to analyze it by going through a process which in gene'ral 
leads from the given numbers to unity, and then from unity to 
the required number. 
Of course, the numbers must be such that the mind can grasp 
them, but the solution of an example according , to the metho~s 
of intellectual arithmetic is not merely an exercise of the faculty 
of number, but is an application of the principles (\f logic. Most 
works on written arithmetic give written and oral work on the 
same page; the mechanical process of sol ving an example is followed 
or preceded by the analysis of the rule, and it is claimed that this 
treatment of the various subjects dispenses with the necessity of 
a separate book on analysis, w,hich claim we wish to dispute. 
The advent of the intellectual arithmetic by Warren Colburn 
gave an imp'etus tothe study of arithmetical analysis which is 
felt at the present day, and will continue to exert a 'beneficial 
'influence. Classes were formed by old men who in ,the\r youth 
were initiated into the mysteries of f1actions a~d "rule of three;' 
by a vigorous application of the rod, Pupils who had learned 
the multiplication table were drilled in "Colburn" preparatory 
to their taking up written arithmetic. ,-
Now w~en the advantages of a drill in mental arithmet,icr are 
so manifest, both from the lessons of experience in the school 
room and a consideration of the laws Qfthe mind, is it not strange , 
that the study is falling into disuse in the schools? , 
It is useless to argue that the jnsertion of the analyses of the 
various rules, in the written arithmetics, obviate~ the need of a 
sepa.rate treatise devoted to anslysis, and it is equally absurd, to 
say that work in this kind of arithmetic weakens ' the faculty of 
number so that pupils make many mistakes in doing slate and 
bl,!-ckboard work, for the reverse is true. 
MISCELLA.NEOUS. 
The Analyst, published at Des Moines, .Iowa, by Prof. J. E. 
Hendricks, closes its second volume with the November number. 
The next number will appear about the first of January. 
, The Analyst is a mathematical journal of the highest order,. 
and we reco~mend it to persons of a mathematical turn of mind, 
We also advise parties who affirm that the mathematical mind 
is a low order of mind, or at least not very 'nigh, say medium, 
and not of much account ' in this practical. world, which deals 
\ ' 
, \. 
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with probabilities you know, to read the Analyst. They will 
find it -quite edifying. 
--------------------
W. A_ Crusinberry informs us that Wells' University Algebra 
. has rende:ed Professor Hudson's series' so popular among stu-
dents and teachers of Shakespeare. His essay on "Shakespea~e 
as a Text-book" and a sketch 'of the poet's life precede the In-
.gjves Double Position, but does not give Horner's Method. 
D. H. Davison says he has discovered a method of computing 
instantaneous compound interest without logarithms. Please send 
it aleng, friend Davison. 
-----------------
Horace Greeley said in one of his lectures, "What in the 
world is the ' use of algebra in the common schools?" The old 
gentleman, 'with all his accomplishments, did not understand 
algebra, hence his question. 
LITERARY N07ES. 
--~on. Andrew D. White, American Minister to Germany, is 
at' work upon a life of Thomas Jefferson, which, it is thought, 
';"i11 be ready for publication early during the coming year. The 
work is the first of a series upon American statesmen. ' 
.:.-The latest publication giving full information respecting 
newspapers and periodicals in the United States and Callada is 
N. W. Ayer &' Sonss American N ewspaper Annual for 1880. 
The populations of towns in the United States are very generally 
from the census of 1880,-which is the first publication of any 
pretensions containing this information. While such a record 
must contain many inaccuracies, it is well known that its pub-
lishers are very diligent in their efforts to procure the latest and 
most reliable iijformation. The Annual contains ,616 pages, 
very neatly printedon the best book paper. 
-Number Two of Mr. T. S. Den1)ison's Frt'day Afternoon 
; SeritS contains a fresh supply of Griginal dialogues for boys and 
girls; they are short and pithy, and easily prepared. Price 25 
cent,. T. S. Dennison, publisher, Chicago, Ill. 
-The Back-B..ay Distnd 'and tIle Vendqme is a little work by 
Moses King, Cambridge, Mass., describing and illustrating a 
district of about 1000 acres that the city of Boston has added to 
its area by filling in the salt marshes and waste fiats of the back, 
bay. On it now stand many of Boston's celebrated public, in-
stitutions, churches, hotels, and resid~nces. The Vendome is ' 
the white marble, ' palatial hotel that is being erected at a cost of 
$Joo,oo~. Price 25 cents. I 
. -Good Compan; is a favorite popular magazine. It is pub-
lished purely for the sake of its readers--nvt being the represen-
• tative of any other publishing interest, like Harper' $, Scribnnr' $, 
. Lippincott's, the Atlantic, etc. , and not even containing advertise-
ments of any kind. At the same time its contents are all original 
and fresh. Its editor, Mr. Edward F. Merriam, is making asuc-
cess of this young monthly, and it is surely winning a permanent 
place among lovers of goo~ reading of ~he li~:hter kind. Pric::e, 
three dollars a year. Published at Spnngfield, Mass . . 
-The Chart of Atzimal Classification, by Prof. A. B. Griffin, 
_ published by A. S. Barnes & Co., is .14~ by 22 Yz inches in size, 
mad~ in four parts. All charts, if not inc::orrect, are of service 
to students, and this ingenious device of Professor Griffn will be 
found particularly serviceable to students of zoOlogy, either in 
connection 'with a text-book or independent orthe . class-room. , 
It would be found , of good assistance to the teacher of young 
children, in outlining her oral instruction in natural history. 
Price 15 cents. 
-The latest of Ginn & Heath's" Annotated English Classics" 
. is Shakespeare's Much Ado abOttt Nothing, by Professor Hudson. 
• It, is edited in that .rem~r~ably clear and scholarly style which 
troduction. . 
-:We welcome a new exchange 'from Toronto, ant. (We may . 
be 1D error about the place of publication, as it is not mentioned 
anywhere in the paper) . It is called The' Varsity, and aims to 
give expression to the social, religious, Ilnd intellectual surround-
ings of the University. Its illustrated title-page reminds uS 
strikingly of Vanity Fair. 
--The price of the new bi-monthly magazine, Education, is 
$4,00 per year ; with the WEEKLY, $5.00. Orders should be 
sent in promptly, either to the publisher or to the publishers of 
the WEEKLY. 
-Any magazine or periodical may be clubbed with -the WUK-
LY at reduced rates. The four dollar maga~ines for $5.30; th~ 
New England Journal of Educalt'on (new subscribers) for $3.80. 
-The forty-two quotations on "Teaching; its Amenities and 
Tribulations," which form special Prize Question No. 14 in the 
Literary News for November, are as varied as they are interest- . 
ing, and range from Ovid to Josh Billings, 'and from Chaucer to 
Dic:kens. This number has among its Prize Questions a list of 
the Best Stories for Boys between the ages of II and 14. Sixty-
three books ar!! mentioned in the enumeration, and the Prize 
List is the following; I. Tom Brown at Rugby. (Hu:~ h~s.) 2. 
Little Men. (Alcott.) 3. Story of a Bad Boy. (Aldrich.) 4. A 
Jolly Fellowship. (Stockton. ) 5. Hans Brinker. (Dodge. ) 6. 
William Henry Letters. (Diaz.) 
-Professor A. A. Griffith is well known throughout the Northwest as an 
instructor of elocution. His L~ssonr itt E1IJcution !Znd .Drill Book of Ora-
tory, which was published several years ago, has .been a f,vorite book In . 
many schools, and the author's lectures before popular audiences have been 
most acceptably received in all the states. He has J;ecently published a new "-
ed!lion of his book in an enlarged and improved iorm, containing a fine lith-
ograph of the author and seventeen "faces" in different "mind moods", show-
ing remarkable powers of facial expression, thus presenting a practical volume 
"comprising all the essential elements of vocal delivery ann gesture, with all 
the later selections for public recitals, for schools, colleges, the pulpit, privat; 
learners, elocutionists, and public readers." The price of the volum~ "(,50 
. h ,,,, , 1 
I~ unc anged; though the work is published at much greater expense. The ' 
new publishers are the Central Book Concern, Chicago. . 
-The R tport of E .mminations of Scftools in Norfolk county, Mass., is It 
pamphlet of 167 pages, containing a report made by George A. Walton, 
Ag~~t of the ~assac~u~etts State Board ot Education, on the Reading, 
Wntmg, .a.nd Anthmetlc m the schools of twenty-four towns in a section of 
Massachusetts. The pamphlet ~ontains a definite statement of the plan and 
res~lts of the examinations of over three thousand children. The report has 
an mtroductory by the Committee on the Examinations, and a Key to the 
towns and ~~hools exa~ined. It contains 80 pages of litb,ographs,fao-si,,!ilt's, 
of hand,wntmg, showmg the average ran~ of the pupils in the sev(!ral towns, ' 
and the best and p60rest work in the county. This Report has aroused a. 
great deal of discussion in all parts of the country, which will res~lt in lldvail- : 
tage to the schools. Eve~y superintendent should possess the pamphl(t; it 
affords the very best readmg of the most practical kind. Lee and She ard 
the publishers, will send it by mail for 55 cents. • p J 
-M. L. Holbrook, 13 and 15 Laight Street, New York, has published in 
cbeap form the essay of Prof. Lennox Browne on TII~ Production and Man-
ag~"'.mt of tk~ , ~i~ging Voic~. The pamphlet treats particularly of the 
~edlcal and hyglemc treatment of the voice, and contains valuable inf? 'ma-
hon for teachers of music or public speakers as well as s' p . ,-
cents. ' . IDgers. nce 25 
-.!J. late publication of G. 1. Jones & eo St Louis ' s', ('" . R d' . h . .,. ,I .,~'~C:IO'IS for 
ea. mg/ ":It an Introduction upon Elocution; prepared for use in schodls 
a~d academl~s, by Henry W. Jameson, A. B. Its selections are, vf the better 
kmd-of a hIgher grade th'a~ are cont'lined in most books T' h ' d 
d f 
. ' eae era an 
stu ents 0 advanced clas&es will find it an excellent collecti ~ , ' . t -j;- o.n or I?ra.~tice. 
/ 
. ' 
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THE STATES. 
[This department is restricted this week by an excess of advertis ing ,) 
MICHIGAN,-At the high school :;f Ann Arbor there are 13 more students 
in attendance than last year, the number ' being 363, of whom 21 2 are non-
"residents, an excess of 22 over last year. 
The 29th annual meeting of the Michigan State Teachers' Association will 
be held in Lan&ing, beginning Dec. 28, and contmuing through the 29th ana 
30th. The preliminary program promises a very interesting .and profitable 
meeting. It is as follows: 
Tutsda,,-Evening. A Lecture-"The Teacher and his work," Dr. Mal· 
colm' Mac Vican, Prin, State Normal School. 
Wtdnw/ay-Morning . "The Association and the Educational Interests 
of the State," Sup't C. B. Thomas, Saginaw, " Proper Sphere of the Village 
,High School," Sup't C. A. Cook, Dexter. '''Text-books vs Bettt r Means in 
,the School·room," a discussion opened by , Principal 1. ~ , Wellington, De-
troit. 
Afternoon. "Methods in History," Ruth Hoppin, Ypsilanti. "The Place 
of Technical ,Grammar in our Schools," Prof. 1. N. Demmon, Ann Arbor. 
'The Legislation needed for our Schools." Report of committee. H on. C. 
A. Gower, chairman. 
Evening. Lecture-"An Evening in Wondt rland," William I , Marshall, 
,Fitchburg, Mass. . 
Thursday-Morning. "The New Botany," Prof. W. J. Beal, agricultural 
college, Lansing. "Primary Errors," Prof. W. N. Hailman, Detroit. "To 
what Extent do the Strictures of Mr. Charles Francis Adams" in H arper's 
. Monthly for November, apply to School Superintendents in Michigan?" a 
_ discussion opened by Prof. W. H. Payne, Ann Arbor. 
Afternoon. "The University Diploma System,;' Sup't H . . N. French, 
Kalamazoo. "A Study in Natural Science," Prof. A. J. Cook, agricultural 
ccllege, Lansing. "School Boards; their Responsibilities to the People, and 
their Duties to the Schools," Judge Thomas '~. Cooley. 
"Text· books vs Better Means in the School-room," wi ll bring out some of 
tl>~ most radical thinkers in the state, and old fogy ideas will b~ thoroughly 
dusted befort: the discussion is over. 
Mr. Adams' severe article in the November Harper's Monthly will form thl! 
bas~ of a searching discussion of scoool superintendence in Michigan. 
~up't French's paper will deal resolutely with the University methods of 
examination and admission, a very important subject. 
Chief Justice Cooley will discuss perhaps the most important topic of all, 
. nd one that lies at the · very foundation of all educational progress in the 
sPlte. His views on such a subject wi,ll attract wide attention. 
Teachers wishing to secure reduced railroad fares should communicate at 
once with Sup't C. B. Thomas, of Saginaw, who is President of the Associa-
tion, giving in full the names of the roads on which . they w111 travel to and 
from Lansing. 
Every wide awake, progressive teacher in the state should be at Lansing to 
listen to, If not to take part in, the discussion of these important topics.. The 
,railroads offer reduced rates and the hotels in Lansing make a liberal discount 
from usual charges; under these circumstances Michigan teachers should 
come out in force. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
The N.ovemoer meeting of the Chicago Institute of Education 
was hel.d in the rooms of . the Board of . EducatIon on Saturday 
·last, November 24. • 
. Messrs. W. M. Payne and Dr. Willard of the South Division 
High School, W. W. Carter of Englewood, and, Misses M. E. 
Brookings, A. E. Winchell, and Frances L. Potier were elected 
me~bers of the Institute. 
The paper for the meeting was prepared and read by Miss E. 
. O. Randall, wincipal of the Clark School. Miss Randall's was 
an original and interesting paper, "\hose delivery occupied some 
forty minutes. Her subject was "Eciucation for the Citizen." 
"She advocated and suggested a variety of views ~hat are by no 
means universally ac~epted. 
The reading of the paper was followed by a brief discussion 
of it which was participated in by Messrs. Stowell, Slocum, 
Vaile, and Kirk. I 
The attention of the teachers bf the city, and of ali other teach-
ers within reach is called ~o the address of Sup't Howland which 
is to be delivered at a meeting which takes the place of the\ De-
cember meeting of the Principals' Association, which will be held 
in H ershey Hall at 10: 30 A. M . of Saturday, Dec. 4. . 
The address 'will be worthy of the man and the occasion, 
and a large attendance is cordially invited and will be earnestly 
welcomed . . 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
- The conclusion of Professor O. T. Bright's paper on Primary I~struc· 
tion in English Language is deferred till next week. 
- HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPH ATE makes a delightful and healthy drink 
with water ~nd sugar only. 
-THE WEEKLY is always a welcome visitor, being wen fill ed with the 
leading topics of interest to the teachers.-Pri" . 7. P. Hendricks, Tama 
City, Ia. 
- Another copy of THE E DUCATIONAL WEEKLY received. It is certainly 
one of the most interesting and valuable educational publications of the coun· 
try.-Toledo Ch ronicle, I owa. , 
,-The A tlantic 'M01tthly for 1881 promises to be one of the best of our 
American magazines, a rank which it has always held. The publishers otTer 
the November ana December numbers free to all who pay for 1881 before 
December 20. Its serial stories are written by the best and oldest American 
authors, and r.re of permanent value in a library. Its short stories and sketches 
are by such writers as H arriet Beecher Stowe, T, B. Aldrich; Sanih O. Jewett, 
Constance Fenimore Woolson, Mark Twain, Rose Terry Cvoke, etc. Fur 
the scholar, statesman, and philosopher there are always one or more articles 
of solid worth, discussing historical, social , political, educational, or rdigious 
, topics. For four dollars subscribers will get as much reading as is contained 
n ordinary volumes of 300 pages eilch. Remit to the publishers direct, or 
jin club with the WEEKLY for $5.30. 
-One says Appletons' Readers are a failure an'd the other says McGuffC!y's 
are the real failur,e. E ,-ch one proves his case. But they are , botlt most ex . 
cel/ent books. H ow-far superior to what it was 'our privilege to read from 
when attending school in the old red school·house! Well, it is interesting 
to see the contest go on- especially to us, as we are honored by "holdmg the 
stakes" for both parties. Don't neglect the inside of the paper for the sake 
of reading these advertisements, though of course they will be read, by every 
one who takes up tbe paper. -You can' t help reading them;-the adv~rtis­
ers have surpassed the editors in getting up interesting reading. 
An Apileal to the American Public. 
"Messrs. Young & Co., Edinburg, in calling public attention to the Revised 
Edition of their Concordance, which they now offer to the American Religious 
Public through the medium of' Messrs. I. K. FUNK & CO" New York, beg 
to say that a publishing firm in America, without making the slightest effort 
to obtain the concurrence of either, the author or the publisLers, are attempting 
to foist upon the community an unrevised and imperfect edition of th~ 'Con 
cordal'lce,' who, when written to on the subject, rephed that they did 1tot want 
' 01' care for our C01tCtWrmce, and ended by offering to take copies, if supplied 
at a lower price than they themselves could prodace them! 
I'First editions are necessarily more or less imperfect ; hut without attempt-
ing to correct even the most obvious typograpldcal errata, they are reprinting 
verbatim, leaving out most important omissions corrected in the second 
edition. 
"This 'Concordance' may b,e ' regarded as the practical outcome of forty 
years' stud" of the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, which the author commenced 
in 1840 and has kept up daily ever since. 
"But Dr. Robert Young is not only the author, he is also sole proprietor of 
the work which cosl him thousands of pounds sterling in the printing, besides' 
three years of labor night and day in carrying it through the press. 
"In the view of these facts we cannot but trust that every rigltt and honor-
able minded Christian man and u.oman in the United States will prefer to all 
others the beautifully printed and carefully revised edition which we are now 
offerng at the price of paper and press work, and will send at once their 
order to I, K . Funk & C-() . 
"Edinburg , Scotland, Oct. 14, 1880. 
, "George Adam Young & Co." 
Shakespeare 's House. 
One of the old relics of London has lately passed away to make room for 
modem buildings, but his 'works are immortal ' and those who desire to be· 
s::ome familiar with them can ohtain the complete ed1tion in one large hand· 
~omely bound volu~e, 1 17i by 87i inches, on t,inle!! paper, in gilt and 
IIlusttated, as a prclinum to .Dr. f oote's Healtlt M ontMy, by sending One 
Dollar for a year's subscription. Sample copies of the Jatter sent free. Post-
age on Shakespeare 25 cents extra; by rej!istered mail 35 cents. 
MURRA Y HILL PUB. Co., 129 East 28th Street, N. Y. City. 
A World of Good. 
. One of the, most popular medicines now before the American pubI,ic, is Hop 
Bitters. You.see it everywhere. Reople take it with good effect. It builds 
tl:te~ up. ~t 1S not as pleasant to the taste as some other Bitters as it is not a 
wh1skey dnnk. It is more hke the old faseioned-bone sel tea thathas.donea 
world of good. If you ,donlt feel just rigbt tl)' Hop Bitters.-Nunda News 
. , The Educatiof'lal Weekly . 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. 
THE WEEKLY is sent to subscribers until ordered dis· 
contlOued and all arrearages all paid as required by law. 
THE NUMBER toll owing your name on th~ address 
label is the last number for which you have pald. 
YOUR NAME can not be found on our list unless we know 
the name of your .1?ost office and slate. Please bear 
this in mind In wrIting to us. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION; 
One year (40 Nos.), 1;2 .5°; if paid in advance, '2.00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50 ; ' II If 1.25· 
Three months (10 Nos.) . . 75 ;" " .65 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a year in advance. 
ADVERTISI NG RATES FOR SINGLB INSERTION: 
Per Line, (Nonpareil:) ".15 One Colu.mn (10 in.) S 8.00 
One Inch, 1.50 One-half IOs1~e Page, ]0.00 
Two Inches 2·75 One-half outslde Page, 12.00 
Three Inche's, 4.00 Full insid.e Page, ]5.00 
Five inches (~col.) 5.00 .Full out~lde ~age, 20.00 
Special notices, 40 cents p~r me .. brevlcr Wide measure. 
Discount 5 per cent for 4 Ill.sertlo.ns ; ]0 per cent for 10 
insertions; IS per cent for 20 mscrUons ; 25 per cent for 40 
in~~do~~~_fifth fo~ choice of pos iti~n.. . 
Add one-tenth for e. o. W. 01' monthly tnsertlOllS. 
Add one cent per line for every change of copy. 
Smaller advertisements may be displaced for a-full-page 
adN~~d~~~i:~ment will be received for less than OT'e dollar. 
Orders from c;trangers mu~t be paid monthly in advance: 
All advertisements publtslud/our or more conucuttve 
#tlUS in tlte weekly editio'! are pu~lis~ed in eaclt monthly 
Idi#o" /,-ee <if cha,-ge wl .. le ,.un .. mg m tlte weekly. 
Address all communications to 
S. R . WINCHELL &.CO., Chicago. 
UUSICAL KNOWLEDGE. MADE E~SY. Prof. 
It.1. Rice's Magical Instant MusIc teac~tng Plano, Organ, 
d Guitar Charts, etc., $1.00. Most rapid, correct system ~:'earth . .l\gents wanted. Save the A~v't and ~end ~or 
Free music and terms to 243 State St., ChIcago, III . SpecIal 
offer and free lecture to ea rnest teachers. etc. 
- LLJNOI~ S7 A TE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fo I the special preparation of teacb~';S. The full course 0 study requires three years. TUItion free to those who 
pledge themselves to teach In the state; to others, '30 per 
e r Hi h School Depa,-Iment offers the best advantages 1. a . ~g for college or for business. Tuition, '30 per ' 
or P~ammar School Department furnlshes -excenen, 
laciiities for obtainh?-g a good, practical educatio,n. TUItionr 
• S per year. p,-""a,-y Depa,-tme"l, a charmmg place for ~h: "little folks ." Term begins Ma:ch 8,1880, Forparticu-
an-address EdwlD C. Hewett, Prealdent,Normal, Ill. If 
1GH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN1 of State Norma H University. Special attention is paid to fittingyoun' . men for College. For years its graduates have enter .. 
d Harvard, and other first-class colleges, v.:i~out conditions. 
The English course presents rare oppo~mtl~. to young men 
aring for business, or young ladles deslnng a thorough ~:U~e of study. For further information address E. J . James, 
Ill. D., Normal, Ill. . 
SOME-
THING 
NEW. 
A. Complete Photographi c Apparatus for JI 
post-paid anybody can photograph perfectly 
at once, contains a ll t~e necessary, chemicals ' 
printing frames, negallves, albume.n paper ~tc 
with directions, money made rapidly taking 
photographs circulars and large pack beau-
tiful cards 'IOC. . 
Address, P. L. Callahan, Importer Salem Mass 
. ----~~~------------
School and Amateur Dramas, 
Best collection publlshed .......... ____ Pnce 15 cents each. 
SCHOOL AND P~RLOR !ABLEAU:J:C. 
A choice collectlon, clasli lcal and comlc . •.••••••• _25 cents. 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON DIALOGUES. 
Short and spicy, for boys and girls. Two num-
bers ready. Per number -__ _ . . ' . ---- --- - ___ .25 cents. 
CR&P BOOK RECITATION SERIES. 
S Lates~\... Freshest! Bestl Two numbers. Per 
number ............... -... . . . .••••.• --- - - -.-- .......... 25 cents. 
THE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT'S QUES-
TIONS. 'I d '11' d .. . 
. Just the thing lor c ass- ,rl , reViews, an exammatlOns. 
Arithmetic,I?OO queSt1?DS and problems ____ 2S cenlS. 
u;~og;Pi):CkEA'lfI8N~s .. -- -- ---- ..... -.... 05 cents. 
HO A monthly magaz'ne fo~ teachers, students, . 
and young folks, 8pi~y, poin~ed and, interes-
ting. Con~ains chOice readmgs.,:' dialogues, 
etc. ____ ... ____ ........... ......... . ... Per year, SO cents. 
Full descriptive catalogue free. 
-. Address T. S. DENISON, 
, 70 Metropolitan Block. Chicago, m. 
ROBERT S. DAVIS. £ CO" 
37 Bromfield $t_, Boston. 
TWO' BO'O'KS FOR 
. Supplementary !leading. 
' B FRAilcIS W. PARKBR, Supenmo,- <if Schoo[., Bo.to", 
xJ,UIS H . MARVEL, Sup't p/ Schools, Glouctsteo:. Mass. 
Specimen copies Twenty Ce;'lts each. . . 
-8. E. BEEDE Dubuque,la.; O. L~(JH.N.Y •• A&/ •• 
. 
SUPPLEMENTARY READING, 
FQ1' High and G'ra'l'n'l'nar Schools, 
Academies. and Seminaries. 
American Poems. 
Selections from the WOlJ< J of Longfellow, Whittier, Bryant 
Holmes, Lowell, and Emerson . With biographical sketch-
esand Notes . 463 pages, ~t.25 . 
The list of pieces selected is as follows: 
LONGFELLOW: Evangeline; The Courtship of Miles 
Standish; The building of the Ship. 
WHITTIER; Snow Bound;' Among the Hills; Mabel 
Martin; Cobbler Keezar's Vision; Barclay of Ury; The 
Two Rabbis: The Gift of Tntemius; The Brother of 
Mercy; The Prophecy of Samuel Sewall: Maud Muller. 
BRYANT; Sella; The Little People of the Snow. 
HOLMES; Grandmother's Story of the Battle of Bunker 
Hill; ·The School-Boy. 
LOWELL: The Vision of Sir Launfal; Uuder the Willows; 
. Under the Old Elm; AgassIz. . 
EMERSON; The Adirondaes : The Titmouse ; Monadnoc 
All these poems are g1ven in full, and foot-notes explain 
passages containing allusions which might not be under-
stood by readers. 
Christmas Music· 
FOR 
SUNDAY-SCHO'O'LS. CHOIRS AND CHRIST-
MAS ENTERTAINMENTS. 
"CHRISTMASSELECTI01~S.' 
Extra large for 1880. Con tams 16 [>ages of new songs by 
best authors, and beautiful 
~RESPONSIVE SERVICE~ 
Introducing appropciate scriptural readings and music. This 
year's' 'Selections" surpass all s imilar collettions in WI?? 
partt'cular . . P rinted on tinted paper, red border with iIlu" 
minated cover in colors. Only 54 per 100; slngle 
copy, by maU, 5 cts_ 
"Un.d.er THE Pal.:lXLS ·" · 
A sacred oratorio for young voices; for Church and ~un. 
day school Anniversaries and Exhibitions, Schools Christ-
mas, etc. Music by Dr. Geo. F. Root; words by Hezekiah 
Butterworth. Speclman COpICS, 25 ets. The musie is sam· 
pie and joyous, and introduces the most beautiful eve'ltreen 
decorations. 
, 
JOHN CHURCH & CO., 
No,~~o;Ji,;;.re, I CINUINNATI, o. 
Brief bIographical sketches of the poets answer the ques- ' 
tiens tha t naturally rise in regard to authors and their THOMPSON, BROWN & 00., careers. 
American Prose. 
. Entire Essays, Sketches , and Stories. With Introduc-
hons and Notes. 4~4 pages, $1.25. 
The selections comprised are as follows ;-
HAWTHORNE; The Snow-Image; The Great Stone 
Face: Drowne's Wooden Image ; Howe's Masquerade. 
IRVING; Rip Van Winkle; Little Britain. 
LON0FELLOW; The Valley of the Loire: J ourney into ~~L . 
WHITTIER; Yankee Gypsies: The Boy Captives. 
HOLMES: The Gambrel-Roofed House. 
LOWELL: My Garden Acquaintance. 
THOREAU: Sounds; Brute Neighbors' The Highland 
Light. ' 
EMERSON: Behavior;' 'Books. 
. The volume has this double value,-it is an ~xcellent 
reade~ for h;igh schools, and a real introduction ~ general 
American hterature.-Boston Adv~,.tue,.. 
THE ATLANTIO MONTHLY 
FOR 1881. 
WILL CONTAIN 
SERIAL STORIES by ELIZABBTH STUART PHELPS, 
author of "The Gates Ajar"; GEORGB P. LATHROP. author 
of "A Study of Hawthorne"; W. D. HOWBLLS~ aUlhor of 
"The Undiscovered Country": and HB~RY, JAMBS, Jr., 
author of ' The American." • 
SHORT STORIES AND SKETCHES. by - HARRJBT 
BESCHnR STOWE. T. B. A LDRICH, SARA IJ 0 }aWBTI'J 
CONSTANCB FBNIMORB WOOLSON, MARK TWAIN, Bosa 
TaRRY COOKE. 
ESSAYS cn biographical, historical and .ocial subjects, 
by GLODWI N SMITH; EDWARD EVBRETT HALB, on the 
social , poli tical , nnd religious life of the world in the time of 
Christ; JOHN FISKE, on the "Earlx CulturebMyths, and 
FolK-Lore of our Aryan Ancestors'; R. L. UGDALB, on 
HThe Relat ion oj Society to Crime. II 
DISCUSSIONS OF LIVING QUESTIONS in polities, 
education, industry, and religion by persons specially quali .. 
fied to treat tbem thoroughly and in an unpartIsan spinto 
,Q-THB ATLANTIC; famishes' its readers in the course 
of the year as much readlllg as is contained in Tw,,,ty 
O,-di"a,-y Volu",,. of 300 pages each. 
TERMS : $ •. 00 a year, in advance, pntag, free : 3SC. 
a number. With lift-size potrait of Longrellow, Bry"nt, 
Whittier, Lowe11. or Holmes, ~5 00; with 2 portraits, ,6.00 
with portraits, J'7,00: with 4 portraits. ,8.00; with all 5 
portraits, $9,00. 
I_ 6ir Tlte "u,,,be,.. /0'- Novemb,,- arId DeClmb,,. will 60 
se"l/r .. to all New Cuo.cril>,rs whopayfo,- THB .. ATLAK-
TIc/or 188x 0./0'-' D,ce11,b,,- '0. . 
Remittances should be made by money-order, draft, or 
registered letter, to 
HOUGHTON, -MIFFLI.N ce 00., 
:JSOSTON.~ .. 
'1 
BOSTON. 
PUBLISH 
Bradbury's Eaton's Elementary Arithmetic. By 
Wm. F. BRADBURY, Hopkins M,ster in Cambridge 
High School. Sent for examination on receIpt of 18 cent •• 
Bradbury's Eaton's Practical Arltlunetic. The 
Elementary and the Practical make a complete coune 
for Primary and Grammar schools. Bent for ~o cents. 
St .. ne's History of England_ By A. P. STONEhLL. 
D., Superintendent of Schools, Spnngfield, Mass. ~'ully 
illustrated with maps and cuts. Sent, for.(o cents. 
The Musical Guide. By W. B. TILDEN, Musical 
. Director . . Designed to meet the- .. ant for a SrNGLE 
BOOK in preference to .. SERIES. Sent for 30 cents. 
Words and Nu.mbers. A LESSQN-BOOR: FOR P·R<I. 
MARY SCHOOLS. By HENRY E.SAW¥ER. Anew 
dCRarlure in text· books fOJ primary.in",truction, 18 ce.nts. ' 
radbury's Al~ebr". Bradbury's Geometry and_ 
'l'rigonomentry, and Bradburr's ,'l'rigonomtery 
and Surveying, used with the hIghest success in all 
parts of the country, the Algebra and Geometry in New 
England cities alone representing more than S~6 the city 
pulati c. ns. Algebra, s6 cents: Geometry, alone, 4~ cent a; 
Trigonometry, alone, .. scents; Geometry II '1 rigono" 
metry, 68 cents; Trigonometry and Surveying, 80 cents 
Book-Keeplnl;. By A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Sent, 
for 50 cents. BLANKS, 7 in set, to accompany the book. 
D BSCRIPTIVB CATALOG se"t 0" appli'catt.'(1". . 
Add,-... THOS, H. BUSH. 
70 Metropolitan Block, CH'ICAGO. 
For Teachers g School Ubrarles 
American Health Primers. I. vols . in box ...•••• _ .... , ..... ~ 
Wilson's Hand-book of Hygiene and Sanit'y Sci.... . '.75 
Wilson's Domestic Hygiene and Healthy Homes •••••• ' 1.50 
Lincoln's School and Industrial Hygiene ... ••• •• • _:~ .50 
Bible Hygiene. Bya Physician .. ............•. ____ ...... 1.25 
Parke's Practical Hygiene. Illustrated .. .. .. ........... ' 6.00 
Mailed tree upon recei!,t of price. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON. 
PUDLISHBR. BOOKS8LLBR . AND IMPORTBR 
X01. Walnut St., PHILADELPHIA. 
AGENTS WANTED. 
FQR 
WESTERN WILDS, 
An authenic Narratlve embracing seven years' travel and, ad • 
venture in the Far West. 127 illustrations. 1Jhe lasteat ao1-
ling book ever published. A Is BOOK POR '3. 
For·iIlustrated circular IUId terms address 
JONES BROS. &; (JO., €I)l~o, JIJ. 
-". 
JONES BROTHERS & OO~, 
PUBLISHERS OF THIll INDUCTIVE EDUOA'\'IONAL BElUB8. 
IUflpl\th's Inductive Grammar. 
Ridpath's Gram. Scboo'" Hist. of the.V. S. 
Ridpath'" Academic HJ8t. or tbe V. S. 
MUlle'8 Inductive Arltllmetlca. . 
Milne's Element. of Alrrebra. 
Forbrlger'8 Pat;ent Drawing Tablet.. 
Smlth'lI Practical "u8le R~er. 
First Lessons In PbtlololrY. -
, CINCINNATI. PH1LADBLP~ . CmOAGO. 
- ) 
PL 'IS TabIea~, Dialogues. RecftatiOllS. ¢oiore JI. ,Fire, Wtp,Moltltach!\J. etc_ eataJ!IID"_ 
- by HAPPY JiOURS CO., NO.5 Beebwa ~L. N. Y. 
'\ 
, . 
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THE LIBRARY. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
A·'nalysis of a Skdch of an Act to establish Uniform System of Bankruptcy 
throughout the United States. (Second Edition, November, 1880.) From 
Secretary Boston Board of Trade. 
Annual Circular of Newark Acadt11zy, with Catalog ot Pupils, June, 1880. 
Samuel A. Farrand, A. M., Ph. D., Principal. . ' 
~ Old Kn'.r and thi Little Ones. 16 pages, toned paper, cover in two colors. 
The Rowley & Chew Printing House, Philadelphia, ~a. 
Ovr Holiday Greetinlf. 8 pages, toned paper, in two colors. The Rowley 
& Chew Printing House, Philadelphia, Pa. 
[owa Educational D iredory . 1880·81. Graded Schools Employing Three 
or more Tl:achers. Publislied by Iowa Normal Monthly, Dubuque, la. 
Price, IS cents. 
Annual Circular of Sparta High School for the School Year of 1881-81. S. 
B. Ho'od; Superintendent. 
Rep ort of Examin~tion of Schools in Norf olk County, Massachusetts. By 
George A. Walton, Agent of the State Board of Education. Boston: Lee 
and Shepard, Publisliers, 1880. Chicago: Jansen, McClu.rg & Co. So cts. 
Hllnd.book of the N ew Gross Globe, for the Use of Teachers, Schools, and 
. ' Familie~, in the Study of Mathematical Geography. By HOlYard H. Gross, 
Chicago. Published by A. H. Andrews & Co. 
Manual o/the Common Schools of Vigo County, I ndiana. 1880·81. Pub-
lished by County Superintendent J. H. Allen, Terre Haute: 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
A SHORTER COURSE IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION. By W. H. 
Well. , A. M. New York ~nd Chicago: Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor and 
Company. 1880. 
WHAT TO Do FlltST, in Accidents or Poisoning. By: Charles W . Dulles, M . 
D. Philadelphi~: Presley Blakiston. Chicago :· Jansen, .McClurg & Co. 
1880, SP cents;. 
THrE SKIN IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. By L. Duncan Bulkley, M. D. Phil-
adelphia: Presley BJaklston. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1880. 
So cents . • 
SCHOOL AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE, By D. F. Lincoln, M. D. Philadelphia: 
Presley Blakishm. Chicago: Jansen, McCiurg & Co. 1880. So cents. 
PICTURES TO PAINT. A Series of Illustrations in Outline and Color, ';\'ith 
Stories and Verses. By George Weatherly. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co: 
· London, Paris, and New York. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. So 
. cents. 
THE "LITTLE FOLKS BI.ACK AND WHITE PAINTING BOOK, wtth Accompany-
ing Rhymes and Stories in Verse. By George Wetherly. Cassell, Petter,. 
Galpin & Co., London, Paris, and New York. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg 
& Co. So cents. . 
'NATH .. N DER WEISE. Ein Dramatisches Gedicbt in filnf Auiziigen, .von G. 
. E. Lt:ssing. · With an I'ntroduction and Notes by H. C. G. Brandt, Asso· 
ciate Professor of German in the Johns Hopkins University. Edited by 
William Dwight Whitney, Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology 
in Yale College. New York: .Henry Holt & Co. Chicago: jansen, Me· 
Clurg & Co. 75 cents. ' 
SHAKESPEARE'S A MID SUMMER NIGHT'S' DREAM, ~ith Introduction and 
Notes Explanatory and Critical. For Use in Schools and Families. By 
the Rev. Henry N. Hudson, Professor of Shakespeare in Boston Univer· 
sity. Boston: Ginn & Heath . 1880. • 
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS. By Martin Ryrson. Paper, I2mo., 25 cents. The 
Authors' Publishing Co., Ne~ York. . 
THE WOND,ERS OF THE HEAVENS. By Camille Flammarion. From the 
French by Mrs. Norman Lockyer. With thirty. two Actinoglyph Illustra-
·tions. New York: J. Fitzgerald & Co. Price 15 cents. 
THE LIFE AND WORK OF SPURGEON; By Rev. William H. Yarrow. (No. 
46 .Standard Series, Octavo Form. I. K. Funk & Co., New York.) With 
Introduction ·by John Stanford Holme, and carefully indexed by G. W. 
· Hervey, D. D.. llIus rated with portrait of Spurgeon; a full-page draw~ 
· ing of the London Metropolitan Tabernacle; the famous Punck cartoons, 
. ·~Bfimstone and Treacle," and "Catch 'Em Alive"O;" and a fac-simile 
engraved copy of the "Notes" of a sermon from which Mr. Spurgeon 
preach~d, and which he presented to-Dr. Patton, of the ./Japtist Wttkly. 
This book is wholly new, having been prepared especially for this publica. 
;tion. 
, • I 
Methods of Teochi"E. A Hand·Book of principles; cj.irections, and working 
. • modelll (or common school teachers. Uy John Swett. New York: Har· 
~ Rer .& Brothers. . 1880. 
We think v.er.y favorably of Mr. John Swett's recent contribu-
tion to the Uterature ()£ education. In its plan, it exhibits a wide 
departure from ~he traditional teacher's hand· book, the type of 
, which is Dayid P. Page's "Theory and Practice," a most ad~ir. 
• able beak of its kind, and <,>ne which, in its c~osen field, has no 
. . 
" 
competitors. The books of this class are constructed on the 
intensely "practiq.l" plan. 'They exhibit the most approved 
methods of instructing and governing, .and are· rich in advice, 
admonition , and suggestion. They can be ~ead without the l_abor ' 
of thinking, and so are perhaps the very best books for that very ' 
large class of young men and women who may be called teachers 
by accident ; who have no intention of making teaching the ' 
serious occupation of a life , or even for any considerabb part of 
it, and who, therefore, will make no serious preparation for their 
transient service in the school-room. For all such, there is 
.probably no better book than Page's "Theory and Practice of 
Teaching:" 
At the other extreme we have such books as Spencer's "Edu-
cation," and Bain's "Education as a Science, " which would be 
utterly wasted on teachers like those just mentioned, and which 
even teachers of a highet type can not easily read with advantage. 
Between books written on the purely empirical plan, and books 
of a pronounced philosophical character, there has long been 
wanting a book which should occupy a middle ground, which 
should be a sort of bridge over a gulf that has been well nigh 
impassable. There is a very large class of teachers who crave 
something better than the dry husks of mere methods, but who 
can not assimilate such strong meat as they find in books of a 
pronounced philosophical character; and' for all such, a book 
. co::structed on.a plan of compromise would be' a very acceptable 
help. 
It appears to us that Mr. Swett's hand·book occupies this 
middle ground with very considerable success. The whole spirit 
of the book is emi?ently practical, while at the same time its 
empiricism is tempered and elevated by a spirit of philoSOihic 
inquiry and insight. The reader is not repelled · by any formal, 
abstruse doctrines, but his attention is ever recalled to the fact 
that a method to be valid must have its basis and vindication in 
principle. In this respect, the tone of the book is healthful and 
inspiring. 
One feature of Mr. Swett's work deserves particular mention, 
-its wise conservatism. He nowhere tells us that oral teaching 
is the only fit method by which children should be .taught, or 
that text-books are an evil, or that reading is a very bad way of 
gaining knowledge. He does not' exhibit himself as the 'owner 
of a hobby or attempt to carry a position by dint of. loud talk-
ing. For all this let us be thankful. 
If we were to venture any unfavorable judgment' of the book, 
we would say that it lacks self-assertion and personality. Mr. 
Swett is fond of supporting hiS' views by quoting authorities, ahd 
this feature of the book gives it the air of being a compilation to 
an extent that certainly does its author injustice. To make such 
a method. of composition commendable, the authorities quoted 
should have a well-attested standing, and it is quite plain that 
in this particular Mr~ Swett has sometimes been at fault. But 
there' is one advantage, and this no slight one, in the fiequent , 
quotation of authorities. The reader's attention will be drawn 
to consider the extent of our educational literature, and many 
may thus be induced to read books of which they had otherwise 
remained in ignorance. ' . 
Supplementary Rta'!ing. . First Book a~d .Second Book. Primary Schools. 
Hoston: Robert •• DaVIS & Co. Edited by Francis W. Parker and Louis 
H. Marvel. . 
These are pretty books. And they are sensibl~ to oks. Though 
unheralded and not 'adver/tised as superior to all oth~r Readen; 
~ver published in the English language, t~ey are, fQ~ any tiling 
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which we can discover, equal to the best in everything except 
' the art displayed in the engravings. Th'ese, though bright, and 
pleasingAo children, are not always as perfect syecimens of the 
engr~ver's art as those found , in the more pretentious Readers, 
bu~ t!tey are good enough. In t he matter of grading, and arrange-
ment of sentences, it seems to us that there is nothing superior, 
if indeed anything equal to -them;... It is evident that much care 
has been exercised by the authors, and that the work has been 
done by those thoroughly familiar with th<: wants of the schools. 
None but teachers of experience with little children could so 
faithfully adhere to the principles acknowledged in theory. The 
prepa,ration of such a graded series must be a task of great diffi-
culty, but the authors of this series are to be congratulated upon 
serve to impress the mind in much the same way as a picture or 
a map. 
their eminent success. ' -
The books are filled-not sprinkled with reading, and will do 
.' service for a longer time than the ordinary reader. The script 
lessons are a fine feature of the books; the script is engraved-
riot printed from type, and is verx.. much better tor the purpose 
on that accouI,lt. 
The paper, printing, and binding are first class. ' The posses-
sion of the books will }lrove a boon wherever there are little 
children. 
Ele1mntmy Geography . Appleton'S American Standard Series. Based on 
the Principles of the Science of Education, and Giving Special Prominence 
to the Industrial, Commercial, and Practical Features. New York, Bos-
ton, and Chicago: D. Appleton & Co. I!lSO. 
If the publication of this series of geographies were entered 
upon 'simply for the sake of furnishing the, publishers two addi. 
tional books to 'place in the han,ds of their agents-to supply a 
vacancy in their list of school books, or for the sake of strength-
- ening the competition which exists among school-book publishers, 
then they would not deserve the attention already given to them 
in these lines; but it appears from an examination of this first 
book that its author, or authors, had a very different object in 
view. The book has been constructed on a few fundamental 
principles which have been generally ignored in the writing of 
geographies, though occasionally. kept in mind in the preparation 
of other sc~ool-books. 
An idea of the aim of the authors may be obtained from the 
title-page. Education is recognized as a science, and upon the 
principles of this science the book is to be constructed. Very 
good. Ana then special prominence is given to the industrial, 
commercial, and practical features. This is also good, but not a 
distinctive feature of this work. But the following quotations on 
the title-page give us a key to the plan of the authors, which is 
exemplified bn every page of the book: "Our le~sons should 
start from the concrete, and end in the abstract;" "Perceptive 
knowledge should be made the basis of primary instructioll. 
Objects should precede names." This is the idea which has been 
kept in mind throughout. It is a philosophical and scholarly 
work, though designed for the use of young children. Its pro-
gress is from the known to the unknown, from the con~rete to 
the abstract. I 
An "Introductory Course" precedes the geography proper, 
and in this the pupil is furnished with such information-induc-
tively-as' will fit him to study intelligently the more scientific , 
part of the book. The lessons begin in the sc!tool-room and are 
ol'jective; from there they lead out to the yard, the villlage, and 
the town. Certain fundamental truths and definitions are printed 
in full-face type to be committed to memory; numerous model 
oral exercises are given; and pretty pictures, with questions re-
lating to them. 
The maps in the main portion of the book are plain and not ' 
over crowded with names; the name of the largest city in each 
state is underlined. ' 
The important distinctive features of this elementary geog-
raphy are excellent ones: its "Introductory Course" is admirable 
in design and execution; it reverses the usual order of things in 
books of this kind-giving first the map of the United States, 
and that' of the world last; mathematical geography, what there 
is of it, is placed at the close of the baok; the pupil is ltd out 
from what he already knows and has seen to what is beyond him 
and unknown. 
The book is very prettily printed and bound: ' Its cover is 
bound in muslin and printed in colors. ' 
Copie's of the' book may be obtained for examination by send .. 
ing forty cents to the publishers. 
LITERAR Y NOTES. 
-Professor Hudsou's Midsum",~t:. Nigllt's Dr~am of Shakespeare contains 
the usual Introduction with explanatory and cntical Notes; ana preceding 
the Introduction is an extended essay on "English in Schools," discussing I 
the questions: "Why should English literature be taught in our schools?" 
and "What is the best way of teaching it?" The argument is dear and con-
vincing in favor of such study. Published by Ginn and Heath, in tht'ir 
",Annotated English Classics." . 
-Ninttemtk Century for November contains an article by the Rev. A. R. 
Grant (late H. M. Inspector of Schools) on "The Evils of Competitive" Ex- ,J 
aminations." 
-Individual Rights is a unique and incisive monograph on political and 
governmental economy. It treats, briefly, and from a new standpoint" many 
such important topics as "The TJaws and Rights of L,ife," "Restoring Rights \ 
to the People," "Money and Politics," "Finance and Commerce," "Paper 
Money," "Individual and Party. Rig bts," "What Caused Prosperity and what 
Brought Ruin," etc., etc. The Authors' Publishing Co., Publishers, 27 Bond 
St., New York. Price 25 cents. ' 
-~e5srs. I . K. Funk & Co. of New York have in press Tkese 'Sayi"gs oj 
1I!in~, by Joseph Parker, D. D., of London. It is to be published Simultane-
ously in England and America: Dr. De~ms has written an introduction (or 
this edition. Also Dickms' Christmas .Books (..ofllplet~, Illustrated with 16 
full 'page engravings. This will be issued in two numbers of the "Standard \ 
Series," (or 25 cents each. The same will be finely bound .in cloth, in a 
single volume, as a holiday book, and sold for 7S cents. 
In the development of this plan the aim has been to present 
only what the young mind can readily comprehend and retain. 
The pages are not burdened with a mass of facts which tire. the 
memory and confuse the though~, but only such facts .are glVen 
as serve to lead to a rational and intelligent understandmg of the 
'existing state of things in history, commerce, and the indust.ries. , 
To aid in this a system of ,reviews is introduced, and wFltten 
exercises are interspers.ed, with. such typographical devices as, 
-The popular demand from the ochools IlQw seems to be for "supplement. 
ary reading," and several enterprising publishing houses have had books 
prepared for the purpose of meeting this demand. Of them we have 
somethitlg to say in another place; we wish at present to call attention to the 
fact that ~here already ex~ts an. abundance o( good reading for such purposea. 
an~ that .It ~ay be foun.d I~ SUitable volumes published only partly with this 
demand 10 view. Of thiS kmd oCreading some of the very best is to be found 
in the two volumes announced by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., of Boston-
American Poeflls a~d A"urit:a1J Prose. It is always safe to place the works -
0hf stanhdard au.tho~ 10 the hands of pupils, while sometimes the newer books. 
~ oug
h 
alttra~ltllve 10 appear~n~e, mlU' be inferior in intrinsic merit. Pllpjla 
I,n sc 00 s WI never suffer IDJUry (rom a study of sllchautho~ a T - .. 0.1: U ' 
E Wh" H 1m ,~ S AooU'!6,e ow. merson, Ittle~, 0 es, Byrant,JIawthorne, Lowell, and IrviDa. PJice 
of these volumes, '1.25 each. ' . , 
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-A Directory of the Stationers, Booksellers, B('Iok Publishers, and Paper 
Dealers of the United States bas just been issued by Farley & Burnham, 407 
Walnut St .• Philadelphia, which will fill a want lonl felt by the trade. In 
addition to the names and addresses, a system of ratings is given which will 
be found particularly valuable by all who 'have dealings with the above trades .. 
-A very striking and promising new feature of modern magazine manage-
ment is the Treasure-Box of Enghsh Literature, which St. N icholas now 
- announces. This department; which will open in the forthcoming December, 
_or Christmas, issue, is instituted with a view of directing and encouraging 
young people in the best Teading, and furnishing, when practicable, good 
pieces' for recitati~n. The articles will be illustrated with .new pictures by the 
best artists of the day, and the new department will be under the di~ect per-
sonal charge of the editress of St. Nicholas. 
-Another volume of Hudson's Annotated Shakespeare is at hand-"As 
You Like It." The essay which introduces this volume is on "How to Use 
Shakespeare ,in Schools. ~ The "Introduction" gives a {ull and interesting 
sketch of the play. Published by Ginn & Heath, Boston. 
-Several copies of 7 he A,mrican, Philad~lphia, have been received at this 
office. It is a 16.page weekly paper, of the general style and character of 
The Nation, though larger. Subscription price, $5.00 per year. Its editorials 
, while plainly republican, are healthy and independent in their tone. Send 
for specimen copy. 
-A short serial by Mrs. Burnett, author of "That Lass 0' Lowrie'S," elc., 
will begin in the February SC1'ibner. Meantime Mrs. Burnett is writing w~at 
promises to be her longest novel, for Scribner's ,Monthly. Its scene is laid 
- in Washington. Mr. Cable's new serial, "Madame Delphine," willl!-lso begin 
~n February, and run through three or four numbers. Mrs. Schayer's "Tiger· 
Lily" will be concluded in the January number. 
-Atlas Series No. \4. Just Published, The Practical 'Work 0(, Painti1lg; 
, Art Essays, with Portrait of Rubens after Flameng, and a Chapter on Etch-
ing, by Philip Gilbert Ramerton, l.uthor of The Intcllutual Life, and editor 
of The 'Portfolio. 8vo., paper covers, illustrated; price, post.paid, 60 cents. 
For sale by booksellers and newsdealers, or sen\ by the publishers upon receipt 
of price. A. S. Barnes & Co., III & 113 William St., N. Y. 
T The December number of The National Sunday School Teacher will be 
in demand. , It contains a capital Christmas Concert Exercise by the editor 
-just such as superintendents now are on the lookout for. It has some ad-
mirable hints and suggestions on Reviewing, and the Reviews for the past 
• quarter and the pres,ent year. Rev. W. F. Crafts conhibutes a timely article 
on "Genesis Read in Bible Lands," and "Pansy" has in it one of her bright 
;and attractive contributions, entitled "Glimpses of Day.light." The lessons 
:are well Illustrated. The last number of the year gives prophetic proof of the 
excellence , of this journal for 1881. It is a magazine that easily keeps the 
,leag in Sabbath·school journalism. Send for a specimen copy of it, and its 
IUIsociate juvenile helps to Adams, Blackmer, & Lyon Publtshing Co., 147 
' and 149 Fifth Ayenue, Chicago. 
MILWAUKEE NOTES. 
HU~ANE SOCJETY.-Rev. G. E. Gordon, R. C. Spencer, (not reverend) 
and Mrs. J. A. Brown, the controlling spirits of the Humane Society, have 
, '. '. determined to hold a great public meeting, at which public sympathy f~r the 
movement they lepresent would be enlisted by speeches from Rev. Gordon 
and Mr. Spencer. They have a vision of cash in the back.grouq of course. 
, But, gentlemen. there is too much uncared for destitution of the human kind, 
too m,uch poverty, too much child misery and cruelty to-be ' seen to first be. ' 
fore our people look into the treatment of spavined mules and ancient horses, 
with which your agent Whit~head seems mainly 'to concern himself. 
,. -Supt. Fowler, 01 north ~waukee county, has regular monthly meetings 
which are well atte'nded and full of interest. -
-The village of Wauwatosa employs Mr. E . R. Smith as principal of the 
village school, and his two sisters as assistants. Rumor sayeth thallhere are 
no bickering jealousies in that school, and all goes tnerry as a marriage bell, 
, -Mr. D. B. Smith is the most venerable assistant teacher in Milwaukee~s 
iclioals. 
-A ne;" sC,hool will sOOQ be opened in the Eighth Ward. ,It VIlill 'be the 
',best primary school building in the city. A lady will be made principal. 
-The present city normal school has fourteen pupils-thirteen 1adies an~ 
• ooe gentleman. It is asserted that only thirteen of the .ladies flirt during 
,school hours. 
-The school, offices are soon to be moved from the City aall to the nor-
:mal school building. It is high time the schools and schoo~ offices and offi , 
I 
, 
c\!rs were taken away from the haunts of the vile politician: It ought to have 
been done years ago. 
-Miss Stewart, ex.principal of the Normal School, is traveling in Europe. 
-Prof. Ehlman; our new superintendent of. music, is winning praise on all 
sides. for his quiet and modest yet effective work. The Professor's are, new, 
and "new brooms sweep clean:" 
-The questions of permanent appointment of teachers and altering salaries, 
two vital questions, are still held i~ abeyance by the School Board. 
-There is one class of schools here that have no 'need of compuisory at· 
tendance la\V~-the dancing schools. 
-The Common Council lately instructed the Chief of Police to enforce the 
State compulsory education law. 
-A new primary school is soon to be opened in the Eighth ward. It will 
be one of the few real model school buildings in the North-west. Every prin. 
ciple of sanitary science known has been observed in its construction and it 
is as commodious and perfect as mone.r and intelligence could make it. 
Secretary Blodgett of the Board of Public Works deserves credit for these 
results. He has dways been careful of the interests of the schools in charge 
of bis department. The Commissioners of the Eighth, it is reported, intend 
placing this school in charge of one of the faithful lady teacher!; in the main 
school. Thi! promotion is well deserved and reflects credit on the good judg. 
ment of the commissi('ners. . 
-An unfortunate agent for a periodical called "Science for All" has been 
canvassing the teachers of the city schools. He says the lady teachers have 
less wrinkles of care than lady teachers in other cities, but their interest in 
science is in great need of missionary work. 
-His many friends will be glad to hea~ that Mr. C. G. Bronson, a former 
High School graduate, has accepted the position of Clerk of the School !30ard. 
The Board have the right man in the right place. This reminds us that Mr. 
Schmitz, who formerly held that position, is now' at the head of a flourishing ' 
school at Good Rope. Mr. Schmitz is bound to prosper. 
-Those teacht.rs who have the night schools in hand will soon find they 
have plenty to do. Teaching big dull boy,; and girls, tir!!d out from the day's 
work or ripe for fun, is a little difterent from teaching eager young ones in -
day light. ' 
-It has been legally decided in Montana, that male teachers are entitled to 
call themselves "Professor." Some of the male persuasion here s.eem to' be 
acting up to this rule. 
-Three bpok agents left the city for Pierce county when they learned from 
the WEEKLY that male teachers were in demand . ' 
-Milwaukee county pays better salaries to its teachers tban any other 
county in the state. This need cause nQ rush to the counly, however, as hoxpe 
talent fully supplies the demand. 
,-It is said that the Sixth District School "takes ,the ~ake" in calisthenics, 
especially marching. Prof. Brosius, superintendent of calisthenics, has ap-
pointed Miss G'erlach as an assistant to take special charge of the ,lower grades 
in this branch. 
-Lawyer Millett has starled a new debating mill, since the societies of the 
city were written up in the WEEKLY. It is called the "Milwaukee 'League." 
The city was never so "flush" in literary societies. 
-Parker Sercomb teaches school three miles from the city and rides out 
every morDlng on his bycicle' 
~On motion of Commissioner "Spencer, a clommittee of five members of 
tbe School Board was appointed at the last meeting to consider the advisabil-
ity of having lectures on practical s~bjects delivered in the different school 
buildings in the evening. Perhaps we may y.et see these lectures propagat-
ing the peculiar views of the National Liberal League. There is suc.h a 
thing as making public schools not only unsectarian but the propagators of 
infidelity and a disrespect for all religion. , ' 
A NEW OFFER. 
An extra copy of the" U:eekly" will be sent for every club of 
three, with cash t'n advance. 
This is a new offer and will :neet the wants of a great many 
principals who have applied to us for reduced rat'es to cl~bs. 
If you want to get eight copies of the paper for a, year, send us . 
the names with twelve dollars. Or if only four copies 3~e 
wanted, send us the names with s~'x dollars. Or if you want' 24 
copi~, send the names and iht'rty-six. dollat's. 
